You now have until 30 November to experience the LIFF 2020 programme on Leeds Film Player...

LIFF 2020 selection on Leeds Film Player
extended until 30 November!
You now have more time to experience the LIFF 2020 selection on our new streaming
platform Leeds Film Player! Over 50 features and short film programmes will be
available for an extended period, until 30 November. These include LIFF 2020
Opening Film Sun Children, a critically acclaimed, heartfelt heist film from Iranian
director Majid Majidi, in which a gang of street boys search for buried treasure.

We are also announcing many new additions to the Leeds Film Player, with more films
originally scheduled to screen in venues now available to stream online, plus bonus
content including exclusive Q&As with directors and cast members.

Explore Leeds Film Player
New additions to Leeds Film Player...
Official Selection: Quo Vadis, Aida?,
Honey Cigar & Love Affair(s)

We have three exciting new additions to
Official Selection on Leeds Film Player.
There are two UK premieres fresh from their
launch at Venice Film Festival in September.
Quo Vadis, Aida? is an essential, gripping
Bosnian War drama and Honey Cigar is a
stirring French-Algerian coming of age
debut. We also have the stylish and
captivating French romance Love Affair(s)

Buy Official Selection Pass

(available for a limited time only).
Cinema Versa: Collective, The Mole
Agent, 76 Days & Sisters with Transistors

Cinema Versa gets four great new
documentary features this week. Collective
uncovers an extraordinary story of political
corruption in Romania. The Mole Agent is an
affecting docudrama about a spy in a
Chilean nursing home. 76 Days is a moving
fly-on-the-wall documentary from the early
days of the COVID-19 pandemic in a
Buy Cinema Versa Pass

Chinese hospital and Sisters with Transistors
is a joyous celebration of women pioneers in
electronic music.

Fanomenon: The Reckoning
& Night-In of the Dead

In The Reckoning, acclaimed British director
Neil Marshall (The Descent, Dog Soldiers)
delivers a shocking account of a woman
falsely accused of witchcraft. Night-in of the
Dead brings Fanomenon's legendary allnight horror marathon into your living room
on Friday 13 November with Chop Chop,
Asylum, The Old Man Movie & Get the Hell
Buy Fanomenon Pass

Out plus short film Sins of a Werewolf.

Leeds Short Film Awards:
Experimental Animation & Music Videos

Even more short films have been added to
the Leeds Short Film Awards, including
Depth Perceptions: Experimental Animation
Panorama - a selection of magnificently bold
and oddly brilliant films that push the
boundaries of animated film. The ever
popular Leeds Music Video Competition also
returns to the festival, showcasing a
tremendous variety of music videos, ranging
Buy Leeds Short Film Awards Pass

from the locally sourced to the international.

Leeds Young Film Festival: The Lunnis
and the Great Fairy Tale Adventure

The evil Crudo has discovered a way to
destroy the Magic Book that contains all the
stories ever invented by Humanity in new
LYFF addition The Lunnis and the Great
Fairy Tale Adventure. A young girl must save
it with the help of her puppet-like friends, the
Lunnis. To do so they must enter the book
itself and beat Crudo in a race through the
stories. Classic characters like Pinocchio,
Alice, the Wizard of Oz and the Pied Piper all

Buy Leeds Young Film Festival Pass

join to try and ensure the survival of the
stories forevermore.
Bonus content on Leeds Film Player:
Exclusive Q&As with directors & more

There's a selection of brilliant and exclusive
LIFF 2020 bonus content now available on
Leeds Film Player. Official Selection features
The Trouble With Nature, Kill it and Leave
This Town and One of These Days each
come with specially recorded Q&As with
their directors and stars, as do Fanomenon
selections Dune Drifter (which also includes
a Behind the Scenes featurette) and Caveat,
and Cinema Versa selection The Republics.
BFI Network Events For Filmmakers

We’ve teamed up with BFI Network to
present a series of free online events for UK
filmmaking talent looking to develop a short
film or a first feature. Film Hub North have
also chosen a brilliant selection of BFI
Network shorts for the player and on Tues 17
November you can attend a Q&A with
Arracht director Tom Sullivan exploring how
he took this multi-award winning feature
(now available on the Player) from script to
Sign up now

screen.

Mon 16 to Wed 18 November. Online

Covid-19 Update

Leeds Film is part of the Leeds Arts, Events & Venues Team, which programmes events at
Leeds Town Hall, Millennium Square and Carriageworks Theatre including Leeds
International Film Festival, Leeds International Beer Festival and Leeds International Concert
Season. Please visit the Leeds Town Hall website for the latest news and updates about
future activities, as they continue to follow the latest government guidance about live events.

Leeds Film is supported by the British Film Institute
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